
Date in Foster Home

06/06/2021

Hound Information

Registered Name

DNT Dark Shadows

Call Name

Suki

Date of Birth

09/02/2019

Gender

Female

Color

Black

Known Medical Problems

No

Heartworm Preventative Administered

First of the month



Comes When Called

Yes

Understands "Good"

Yes

Plays With Toys

Yes

Understands "No"

Yes

Method of Correction

Stern no accompanied by a clap, and diverting to the correct course of action

Small Dog Safe

Yes

Comments (Small Dog)

Does not live with a small dog, but encounters on walks with no issue

Cat Safe

Yes



Comments (Cat Safe)

Tested cat safe, but doesn't currently live with cats

Good With Young Children

Yes

Comments (Young Children)

She is shy with most strangers in general, but has no negative reaction to young children. She

allows the young kids next door to pet her and has had good encounters on meet and greets

(where she is a little more confident)

Turn Out Routine

Turn out to pee first thing in the morning followed by breakfast, and then a full potty walk after.

Crates for the work day for as long as needed that day. Turn out to pee when coming out of the

crate. Full potty after dinner. Turn out to pee before bed.

Potty On Lead

Yes

Garbage

Might poke around if something is left out, but otherwise not an issue.

Stairs

She does the 3 into our house great, but we have not attempted a full set.



Floors

No issues

Counters

No issues

When is the hound crated?

● 8 Hour Work Day

How does the hound handle being crated?

She does well crated. She needs to potty before being crated for the day. She is only vocal when we

get home and when it's time to be let out (other dogs are being let out) As a multi dog home we

can't completely determine if she would handle being crated as an only dog differently, but when

she is the last dog for potty time she only whines for a little while.

What does the hound enjoy?

Suki loves toys. When she is comfortable she will throw them and herself all around the room. She

also loves water and will let you know when the bowl is empty. She is a secret cuddle bug and

would let you pet her for hours.

Does the hound have any fears?

Suki is still a bit of a shy dog. While she has opened up a lot since being in a foster home she still

presents shy outside of the home. When she is around other greyhounds she gains a lot of

confidence and you would never know she is shy, but walking on the street the strangers and loud

noises cause her to rush her business and get back inside. Inside the house she also startles at

loud noises, but is easy to recover. She presents more shy or less shy depending on her level of

comfort with who is in the room.



What type of temperament does the hound have? (Shy, outgoing, confident, etc.)

Suki is a shy hound with playful tendencies (she is still a toddler after all) When she isn't nervous

she will run through the house and jump all over and be a puppy.

How does the hound handle new situations?

How she handles new situations depends on her comfort level. If there's people she knows and

trusts or other greyhounds she'll adjust rather easily, but there are still come situations that are

harder for her to adjust to, and she will hide or lay down.

What type of food are you currently using?

Diamond naturals lamb and rice large breed.

Amount of AM feeding

2 Cups

Amount of PM feeding

2 Cups


